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We are a different kind of builder. Our mission is to foster ecologically balanced methods of construction and energy
production in order to promote more sustainable and healthy communities. Our work is based on natural and green
building techniques and materials, recognizing a building as a system. The result? Affordable, highAquality,
comfortable, beautiful, sustainable buildings. In other words, naturally great buildings.

The scope of our work includes custom homes, additions and renovations for residential and commercial clients. Our
involvement can range frommanaging an entire project, start to finish, from initial visioning through an integrated
design process from start to finish, to constructing a specific component of a project (such as straw bale walls or
earth plaster) to consulting on energy efficiency, and more.

At the Fourth Pig we are especially focused on excellent communication. From our project software for clients and
partners, to our transparent billing, to simply promptly returning phone calls, we keep the lines open. We ensure
project details are agreed upon and achieved on time and on budget.

We serve the GTA, the Golden Horseshoe, and Muskoka areas of Ontario.

Naturally great building

Fourth Pig Worker CoAop Business office
2630 Muskoka Rd. 117, Box 10, Baysville, ON P0B 1A0
www.fourthpig.org, Info@fourthpig.org
1.888.391.4474
416.778.5223
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"I have worked with the Fourth Pig CoAop for years now. They are a
passionate group of people concerned with both the environment and great
construction. Not only are they straw bale experts as their name suggests,

they can tackle all forms of residential construction."

A Terrell Wong, architect, Stone's Throw Design Inc.
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"For the major renovation of my house I wanted to end up with a home that was
healthy, comfortable, durable, low maintenance with low energy costs, and beautiful. I
got it all. The Fourth Pig is a conscientious, transparent and reliable contractor that

honestly practice what they preach when it comes to green building.”

A Tara, home owner

"We would recommend the Fourth
Pig without reservation to anyone

looking for a builder."

A Sherri and Joe, home owners

"Although we have had several
companies do work for us in the
past, The Fourth Pig is the only

company that I ever want to invite
back for future projects."

A Mark, home owner
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SELECT PROJECTS
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DEEP-ENERGY RETROFIT

WITH STRAWBALE

ADDITION

Toronto, Ontario

Durability, quality, energy efficiency,
comfort and long lasting beauty were
priorities for this extensive renovation
and addition on a historical home in
dire need of repair.

This project involved a deep energy
retrofit of all but two rooms and a
modern large twoAstorey rear addition.
The historical front facade was
restored.

The addition was insulated with straw
bales and we used a superAinsulated
ICF foundation. Perlite was used for
the under slab insulation in the
addition. Along with straw bales, the
house was insulated with soya based
spray foam and dense pack cellulose. A
combination of hydronic radiant floor
heat and reAused original cast iron
radiators were installed in new
locations. The roof was finished with
Enviroshake Shingles and a white
rubber membrane on the flat roof.
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For this renovation historical trim was salvaged, restored and reinstalled, and original century lime plaster was
repaired and restored. The straw bale walls were finished with a smooth, clean modern look with lime plaster. All
other interior walls were finished with veneer plaster (lime and plaster of paris). Lime wash paints were applied on
the straw bale walls, zero VOC paints were used on the rest of the house.

The high energy efficiency lighting design incorporated LED bulbs and fixtures exclusively. We reAused materials
from the original home including radiators, lumber, and interior doors and trim. A sun tube was installed to let
natural light flow efficiently and beautifully into a windowless bathroom. FSC flooring was laid throughout the home.
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As per our standard, attention was
paid to all air sealing details. Even
without renovating two exterior
rooms of the home, we achieved a
better than Energy Star air tightness
with our BlueGreen Consulting Group
third party testing.

The project included Passive House
windows and a highly energy efficient
energy recovery ventilator (ERV). We
used FSC certified lumber and wood
products and environmentally sound
choices for adhesives, finishes,
sealants and tapes.
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The Fourth Pig is a leader in using straw bale in Toronto. Straw bale insulation allowed us to cost effectively achieve a
masonry exterior finish on this modern addition. Straw bales are an excellent choice for creating healthy, quiet,
superbly insulated homes. Straw bales exceed many Ontario Building Code requirements, including fire protection.
The bales were later finished with a lime plaster coat.
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SUPER EFFICIENT ENERGY RENOVATIONWITH
STRAWBALEWRAP AND STRAWBALE ADDITION

Muskoka, Ontario

We converted this leaky and poorly insulated '60s home in Lake of Bays, Muskoka,
to a quiet, comfortable yearAround family haven through a combination of straw bale
wrap, dense pack cellulose, an additional exterior wall and straw bale insulated
addition.

Zola windows and doors feature FSC wood frames with environmentally friendly
finishes, aluminum cladding, triple glazing, and thermally broken and insulated
frames. We modeled the home in the Passive House software, PHPP, to help us
maximize our energy savings. We used FSC lumber and No Added Urea
Formaldehyde (NAUF) sheet goods, zero VOC ecoAfriendly adhesives, finishes,
sealants, and tapes.
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The exterior lime
stabilized earth plaster
received a custom colour
coat of our onAsite
manufactured lime paint.

LED fixtures were installed
throughout. FSC Eastern
white cedar siding trims
out the windows and
doors for a modern cottage
look that will withstand
the test of time.
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The interior walls are finished with a clayAbased earth plaster. The exterior walls are finished with a clayAbased
plaster with lime stabilization. Limecrete was used for slab floors in the basement (treated with hemp oil, citrus
solvent, and carnauba wax floor finish). Interior retaining walls were made with rammed earth. Lath and plaster
were used for all interior walls to improve sound quality and durability and avoid toxins, mold vulnerability and the
embodied energy of drywall.

The house contains the highly efficient Ultimate Air ERV. A small European wood boiler/fireplace and solar hot water
system provide most of the heat and hot water needs for this home year round. Steel roofing and sheet metal were
chosen for longevity, durability and recycling. Examples of materials reApurposed from the deconstruction aspects of
the project included lumber (used for such things as interior wall framing and blocking,), chimney bricks (laid as a
mechanical room floor), and plywood (used for form work). Air tightness testing by the BlueGreen Consulting Group
gave results of under 1 ACH, the standard for Passive House retroFit certification and over twice as airtight as the
Energy Star standard.
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This project was an early 20th
century home in general need of
repair, with damaged walls, very
little insulation, old carpet and a
bathroom and kitchen in
significant disrepair.

We superAinsulated the top floor
with cellulose and used denim
insulation on the ground floor. The
bathroom and kitchen were
completely renovated.

Specialty touches added a high end
discerning look to a project with a
tight budget. SemiAcustom low
formaldehyde and low VOC
cabinetry allowed for savings
while still achieving a high quality
finish with custom aesthetics. New
triple glazed fibreglass windows
greatly improved the comfort and
function of the home.

A live edge reclaimed counter top
finished with natural oils
compliments the beautifully rustic
conservation grade hickory
flooring in the kitchen. The custom
bathroom countertop and storage
cabinets were made from
reclaimed wood.

Walls were finished with lime and
earth plasters; LED lighting was
installed.

GREENHOME
RENOVATION
Toronto, Ontario
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FROM A BASEMENT TO A
COMMUNITY STORE
Toronto, Ontario
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The Fourth Pig worked with the West End
Food CoAop to create a thriving community
store space.

An unfinished basement used for storage
was converted into a bustling community
hub: part food store, part cafe, community
cannery and meeting place. Health,
durability, function, light and beauty were
important drivers for the design for this
project completed on a tight budget.

Opportunities for member participation
were important and included workshops
and volunteer training days. West End Food
CoAop members donated reclaimed barn
wood which we built into counters and
shelving.

Earth plaster was used throughout the
renovation on walls and columns.
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A lime wash was applied to
the ceiling to brighten the
space and provide anti mould
properties on the
cementicious surface. The
concrete floor was treated
with an environmentally
friendly sealer.

We constructed an accessible
washroom and office space,
installed new ventilation to
meet the fire code, and
constructed a commercial
kitchen.
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SEASONAL COTTAGE GREEN RENOVATION
Muskoka, Ontario

A ‘Madmen meets Muskoka’ cottage renovation. Starting with an unfinished basement and needed code and
cosmetic updates upstairs, we superAinsulated the basement with mineral wool batt and drainboard for a
thermally broken wall system and air sealed with a low VOC vapour permeable paint on membrane system.
Replaced windows were triple glazed fibreglass units for extended seasonal comfort. Reclaimed wood clad a
beam and created a chase for energy efficient LED pot lights.

FSC engineered flooring was installed for beauty and longevity. A natural stone piece, traded for a donation
to Habitat for Humanity, was inlayed and custom scribed to the flooring for the hearth.

The newly insulated walls were hand plastered with a light skip trowel finish with gypsum/lime veneer to
match existing walls that received a fresh coat of clayAbased paint.
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Green and Natural Construction

www.fourthpig.org

info@fourthpig.org

1A888A391A4474
416A778A5223

Natural. Beautiful. Affordable. Sustainable.


